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All ~o;.;.espo-~dei1ce to the J!ditor :
•·

GUY RAMSEY,
13, Camloo ~lace, .
Londooj· N .W.J.·

g1vmg either your name and that of
your partner or the names of your
team of 4, 5 or 6 players.
If you. enter n team, it will cost you
£5 per player ; · if as n pair, £5 only.
Cheques should accompany entnes.
Entrants will. have to play in a
preliminary contest-pairs . being made
u p into • teams by the Selectiort
Committee-in J anuary. From this,
some four teams will be chosen to
piny 64~bonrd contests against nlf
others. .
. If you have entered ns a pair, and
su rvive to piny in a team, you will be
asked to pay nn additional £5 between
you.
·
The two lending teams in the
64-board series will face each other
over 200 boards, the winner of which ·
will have to face . yet another 200
board match from The Rest.
Only -. after this exhaustive test will .
the International Team for Paris be
finally decided upon.
If you are in : any doubt, · or want
more detailed information, w~t~ NO\V
to Major Gray.

I ·

--·EDITORIAL
Entries will go to him direct,
for he holds that only the Setter
of a problem can handle adequately
both the answers and the queries.
Mr. Phillips has announced his
intention of reverting to the
problems of "pure" bridge rather
than those based, to some extent,.
upon the personal style of play,
system, or bidding theories of any
single individual.

Ring out the old, ring in the new. .
The mas§ of work carried out
hitherto by Secretary H. D. King
has nO\V been taken on, in, ':Ve
may - say, an almost . hon~~ary
capacity, by three pubhc-spmted
·
members of the E.B.U.
•The headaches and heart-breaks
of Tournament organisation ·are in
the hands of Major Geoffrey Fell,
whose swift decision and habit of
command are no less known to
regulilr tournament players tha!l
his breezy personality and · h1s
booming voice.
The weary drudgery of subscriptions, ~ddresses, records has
been voluntarily a5sumed by the
Registrar Mr. Hugh Collins, one
of the fe~v synonyms for ' efficiency
in the bridge world.
' The day-to-day handling of
E.B.U. business and Committee
work goes with the title of Secretary
to Mrs. Louisa Stern : for long,
by her own wish, .a support~r;
now in her own nght a maJOr
figu;e in Contract circles . .We beg
leave to welcome Mrs: Stern's
appointment and to congratulate
the E.B. U. on the generosity of
its members no less than : on· the
selective ability of the Council.

*'* * * *

I

II.

We should like to draw the
attention of our . readers to the
Competition page. The 'Jormral
has appointed Mr . . Edmund
Phillips a distinguished analyst
and a 'permanent figure in the
upper brackets of the monthly
competitions organised by our
transatlantic contemporary, The
Bridge TVorld, as our permanent
Competition Editor:

* * * * *

In a recent issue, we ourselves
reviewed the new edition of
Thorne's Complete Co11tract Bridge

which has been written (rather
• than·re-written) by Hubert Phillips.
As readers may note from the
cover of the current issue, the
redoubtable Hubert and the no
less distinguished Terence Reese
have revised and brought to the
pitch of modernity The Elements
of Co11tract : that peak of pre-\\·ar
text-books which \vill be reYiewed
next month.
We have no hesitation in suggesting meanwhile that, if anyoiie.wants
to give a bridge-player a bridge
book for Christmas, they could go
very much further and fare
infinitely worse than picking one
or the other of these volumes for
the gift. * * * * *
The last week-end in January
consists of four consecuth·e redletter days for card-players : the
E.B. U. Congress at Harrogate runs
from Friday, January 28, to
Monday, January 31, inclusive. .
A. new style of organisationwhich. should give · every
co~petitor
a chance to play
agamst the giants and is designed
to avoid clashing events- has been
evolved.
2
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The township of Harrogate, the
Hydro Hotel where ·some of the
events will be held, and the Grand
Hotel have gone " flat out " in
their co-operation with the E.B. U.
to inake this . event 'one which
should mark an Everest among
bridge events. 1
The various authorities have
-also evolved a scheme whereby
the longer you stay and the more
events for which you enter, the
less (proportionately) it will cost.
And the organisatiC?n is such that
husban~s and wives, going together,
will not only be able to compete
separately but also to play together
(if they so desire !) in certain events'.
We take the opportunity to
wish all those who ear-mark this
week-end for a bridge-cum-pleas_ure
•• orgy " great success ; and we
beg to wish all our readers- and,
in ·fact, all· who· play across the
green baize- the compliments of
tlie season and a New Year m
which all finesses are · right.

JqURN AL

Contract Bridge Association
of Ireland
-

~

SOUTHERN OPEN
BRIDGE· CONGRESS
AT " BEAUTY'S HOME,"
KILLARNEY
SATURDAY, JUNE lith , 1949, to
SUNDAY, JULY 19th, inclusive
Nine days of Bridie, Gal( (New /8-Ho/e Champ ionship Course), Siiht-seeinr, Boatinr, Fishinz, etc.,
concludini with Coniress Ball.
IMMEDIATE BOOKING is neccesury to

avoid disappointment.
Patrons kindly note that the Killarney
Bridge Conz:ress dates have been permanently fixed for the 3rd week in
june, a.s. from this year.
Special illustrated Prozramme Booklet. zivinc
full details, available shortly, on app lication,
from the Han. Secretaries : .
Dr. EAMON N . M. O 'SULLIVAN
KEVIN O'FARRELL, Esq.

E.B.U. COMPETITION RESULTS
CllOCKFOllD'S CUP
lsi ltound (31-10·~8).
.
.
J. Colin beat A. Oldschool by 10 1.~1.1'.
~nd llonnd (12·12-48).
0. ll. llammond bent A. J. Smith by
14 I.M.l'.
' lii. Wolnch bent A . Stockton by 1 i !.M.P.
1~. Farrington bent T. E. Oonlm1 by
7 I .M.1'.
illound 3 to be completed bv 30·1-40. .
U. E. Clark bent 0. H. llnmmond by
21 I .M.P.
llnroncss Knoop bent ll. }'. It. 1'hlllips
by 40 1.!1.1'.
.1'.-\CITAHO CUI'
1st ltound (28-11-48).
0. ]<'. Sllll&hett bent E. Seldon by 1,110 pta.
:!!nd ltdund (to be completed by 1 0-1·40).
. W. Terry bent 1'. J . C. Coleman by
.
2,770 pta.
Wlli'£ELAW CUI'
lst ltound (to bo completed by &·12·48).
llaroness Knoop bent Mrs. JJ. Fletcher by

6~ ~t~ ~iimisou bcn.t :\rrs. 0: Troccy
hy 3,000 ills.
.
:.Urs: Dobson bent :'>lrs: :.u; Cole by " l,O~O
)Its.
lr.:S.

3

0

1

llou11d 2 to be completed bu 23·1-40.
Mrs. M. Hesketh beat Mrs. F. 11. Jnn·l.s

Mrs. bh. £:~SeFo~d beat )Irs. ll. Uowley
by 1,430 pts. ·
AJo'FILIATED CLUJJ5 CUl'
1st Jlound (14-11-48).
Lyndhurst (L. llnron) bent Darelnys Dunk
by 1,050 11ts.
.
Gloucester (Mrs. McDougall) bent ltoe- •
hampton by &,300 pts.
Lederer's bent Gloucester (Mrs. Williams)
by 000 pts. .
Hamilton bent Lyndhurst (A. EIUott) by ~
1 400 )ItS.
.
Civil Service C.ll ...\. beat Tunbridge Well.s
(ll) by !!10 Jlls.
Wnnborough Mnnor beat \\'elwyn Garden
City by 810 11ts.
Tunbridge Wells· (A) beat Sldcup by 000

4
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Worthing bent De\·onshirc, Enstbournc
by 1,810 pta.
Oxford University bent ·lllnningham
llllSlness Houses by 1,300 pts.
' Orlmsby bent Aysgnrth, Lt.-ed.s by &SO pts.
Oa•nbrldge University ll.C. W.O. Leicester
· Jewish by 1,300 pts. ·
llouud' 2 to be compltted bv ·1-ll-!D,

3 .

OUR MATCH -AGAINST BRITAIN
AT COPENHAGEN .
bt H. W. Filarskl (Amsterdam)
/

Reproduced ·gratefully from the

D

RIT:AIN! b~at Holland · in
the i:ecent European.
. ·. . Championships, · the score
in .terms of _Eu~9pean match points
being 78 against 29. These figures
speak for themselves ; the British
team was far superior and
thoroughly deserved to win by
this decisive margin of 49 match
points.
I have always held that after
losing a match of .this description
the first thing to do is to analyse
the reasons for defeat in order to
avoid making the same mistakes
again. After running through . the
32 hands, I have come to the
conclusion that the British victory
was due to four important factors,
and these are listed below.
1. ·Better a1Jd more natural
biddi11g by the. British.

1.:)

This was clearly demonstrated
''
on Board -9: ·

• J 10 3
\7 A 7
0 AKQ95
+ AQ3 ·

• . 62
• . AK75
Q84
\7 J.9 6 3 2
0 J 10
0 7 3• K 10 9 8 7 5 ·· .• 6 4
• Q984
\7 K10 5
.o 8642
. + · J2

\7

'Dealer, North. East-West Game.
·At our . t;1ble Reese (North)
Shapiro
opened with· 2 · NT.
(South) naturally raised to 3 NT,·

SWEDISH BRIDGE REviEW

\7 3 was led and North made
9 tricks. The contrac~ is cast-iron
against any defence.
At the other table Muller opened
with 1 O and Dodds (East) bid
1 \7. South passed, and so did
Rayne (West).
North now bid
1 NT, East passed, South bid
2 0, W,e st 2 \? and North 3 0.
which closed the bidding. North
rriade 11 tricks.
It may be argued that South .
should have bid 2 O on the first
ro~nd.
His pass was perhaps a
t~fte conservative, but no-one can
say that it was bad. The point
would never have arisen ·had North
opened with the common sense
bid of 2 NT ..
Brita~n gained 5 match points
on this board.
2.
·

Lack of aggression by the
Dutch after a few bad boards•

Even players of the most equable
temperament are at some time or
othc:r a~ected by that ghastly
feelmg
We've had ·it " after
a series of unfortunate boards.
All good match players know that
this mentality must somehow be
overcome .
-------·-----~.--

ORDER OF . MERIT
Tile monthly prize or Two Guineas for
til e best set or solutlom In the October
Competition Ia awarded to c E DICKEL 16
Frankfort Street, Olnagow, \vito scored' 7!!
llOinta out or n llOBslille 100.
W URIInEIItrl•llp :. F . Farrington (Turton) 63;
• · vn (Dolton) 62 ; T. S. ::IIneCarrick
(Co. Clnre) 61· J . W. Gerber (Oilfnock), D.S.
~\f~~i~~n (A~rporth) nnd K . Solon (llrlstol}
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Board 29 is a case in point.
+ AS .
~ KJ 10 8
0 Q108
AJ s ··4
+ KQ762
1054
~ AQ2
~ 7 53
0 A932
0 }74
Q102
96
• J 93
~ 964
· 0 K65
K7 53
Dealer, · North. Game All . •
At our table I opened as North
with 1 ~. Afte·r a pass by Simon
(East), Goudsmit (South) also
elected to pass. This shows the
" afraid-to-bid " mentality ; the
chance is ·of course remote that
North-South will be left in peace
to play the hand in 1 <y>. Shapiro
(West) bid 1 NT and all passed.
North led
4, South winning
K. He decided that his
with
most useful return was ~ 9-an
unfortunate conclusion, for
declarer's task is made more
difficult by a Club continuation.
South cannot be blamed, but it is
a fact that wrong views and bad
matches seem to go hand in band.
West .went up with ~ A and led
4, North played low and
Shapiro
dummy's + Q won.
now coolly returned + 2 ( 1), North
had to win the trick and the defence
was helpless.
'
At the other table Konstam
(North) also opened 1 ~. ~olak
(East) passed, and Harrison-Gray
(South) bid 1 NT which all passed.
Muller (West) started well by
leading + 4. East won 'the trick
and returned + 6 to dummy's
+ A.' Declarer now called for
8 ( 1), winning in his own band

·+

+

+

+

+

+

+

with

+

K ; the r finesse' .ag~in~t

+ Q was taken, and the vital + 7

provided an entry for the closed
· hand.
Harrison-Gray now led
~ 9, West won with ~ A and
played his last Spade, but th~
defenders could only take in all
four Spade tricks , and the two
red Aces.
. . England thus made 1 .NT in
both rooms and gained 4 match
points on the deal.
· 3. More accurate a11d alert
defensive play by tlze British.
I deliberately refrain from saying
" better " defensive play, because
one of our players was completely
off form and was· responsible for
most of the errors committed in
this department. They need not
be discussed in this article, but
one of the British playen; will no
doubt recall a contract of 5
in
which he was allowed to steal a
trick in Spades, with both the
Ace and King out against him,
after the defence haq already won
n trick.
·

+

Some first-rate bidding and
play by the BritiSh.
I am not a5hamed to relate how
neatly Reese fooled me on Board 5.
+ A 102
~ Q9532
0 AK85
10
+ 0953
. 86
~ K 10
~ J6
09
OJ432
AQJ943
K8762
+ KJ74
~ A874 .
0 Q 10 7 6
4.

+

+

+

+

+S

Dealer, · South.
North-South
Game.
(co11ti11utd on pagl! :z8)

+
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OUT OF THE

MOUTHS
by S. Tupper Bigelow

Mr. Bigelotu is a 11ewcomer to the JoURNAL. This (po~sibly fictitious)
story, which comes from Toro11to, is a welome Chrismas contributio11.

'w
·

· HILE hunting through the

attic the . other day for a
bound volume of La Vie
Parisienne I knew was lying around
somewhere, I happened to pick up
a· copy ·of the January 1943 U.S.
'Bn"dge World. Idly leafing through
its fascinating. contents, I came
upon an arti~le by Geoffrey MattSmith, a regular contributor to
those pages, entitled: " It Must
Be Me."
. This (designedly ungrammatical)
title was"' apparently an answer to
a previous article· written by the ,
Bridge World's distinguished Editor,
A. Moyse, Jr., the title of which
was the challenge: "T¥ho' s Cra....-y ?"
It seemed ·that these estimable
gentlemen, ordinarily so amiable
and urbane, ~asters of politesse as
well as of 'bridge, got themselves
(and quite a few others, by the
time ~hey were thrdugh) involved
in what eventually · turned out to
be a rather acrimonious discussion ·
and so far as I could determin~
from . reading the article, they
never did get it settled, even
tl10ugh Mr. Matt-Smith admitted
he must be crazy.

mathematician whose name, by
one of those singular coincidences
found only in real life, was.
Bellanger.
M. Bellanger, little realizing, I
fancy, at the time, the . polemical
disturbance to which he was giving
birth, · simply wrote an article
which was published in The Bridge
World in May, 1937.
It is not quite clear in Mr.
Matt-Smith's article why it took
him and ·Mr. Moyse five or six
ye~s to get around to the learned
French Academician ; but I dare
say it was because after publication
of The Bellanger Theory, The
Bridge World was inundated for
years with articles and letters
maintaining either

(a) Bellanger was hopelessly
wrong, a menace to his country
and the bridge-playing world everywhere and should be locked up, or
(b) he was absolutely right, and
should be canonised at the earliest
possible opportunity, if that could
be arr~ged with the appropriate
authont1es.
By 1943, Mr. Moyse had.
probably got so sick of the Bellanger
Theory that he wrote an article
h!mself denouncing it, and then
h1red Mr; Matt-Smith to give it
the coup de grace. (This. is not to
be confused with the Vienna coup;
s~mething, I am informed, quite
d1fferent altogther).

He did not prove it to my
satisfaction, but he did not exactly
disp.rove it, either ; though frankly,
I d1d not understand the article
very well as some very big words
and recondite phrases were freely
used.
The heated controversy was over
something called 'The · Bellanger
Theory, enunciated by a French

. The Bellanger ·Theory is very
stmple ; I can ev:eri understand !t
6
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myself.
Mr. Mo'yse states it
succinctly as follows :
" The bone of contention ... is
simply the question of the correct
percentage play in this situation :
A J 10 6 2
NoRTH
SOUTH

9543 '
" South's only problem is to
hold his losers in this suit to one
trick ... On the first round, South
leads to.ward North and unless an
honour is played by West, a finesse
is taken . . . East wins the first
· tri~k with King or Queen.
He
returns a side suit which South
wins:; South again leads toward
North, and West again follows
suit with a low card.
"Should a second finesse be
taken, o'r should th·e Ace be played
in the ·hope of dropping the
missing honour ? "
lVl. Bellanger dealt with the
matter in a most abstruse and
oblique, not to say incomprehensible, manner ; but if you read
quickly (or skipped to the end of
his commentary), you discovered
that he asserted that " there were
abotit two chances to one in favour
of a finesse on the second round."
From then on, it appears from
reading Tlte Bn"dge World of those
days, nearly everybody wanted to
get into the battle, and· a good
many did, including some of
America's most illustrious. life
, masters, a sprinkling of university
professors, tl1e vice-president of
'Vestern Union and two men
called Venn and Whitworth, whom
I cannot recall at the moment, but
their names are vaguely familiar! think they are tennis-players. ·

JOURNAL

The forceful and colourful
language used by the disputants,
as they argued this way or that,
seemed to me to be not quite in
keeping with the dignity one
ordinarily expects of university
professors or, for that matter, the
vice-president of Western Uni~n.
About half the commentators
agreed with Bellanger and proved .
he was right ; another half
disagreed and proved he was
. wrong ; while still another half,
when polled -on the question,
made remllrks like" I don't know,"
"Who cares?" "No opinion."
or " How's that, Buster ? Oh, put
me down for Roosevelt." A single
"Fah I" was recorded.
This state of affairs seemed odd ·
to me because I had always thought
that mathematics was an exact
science. I remembered my old
arithmetic teacher at Victoria
School, Mr. Amasa Z.
Goodhusband, had often said as
much.
That· was it, I I thought. I shall
take this problem around to Mr.
Goodhusband and he will solve
it at once.
After the amenities of greeting,
and after Mr. Goodhusband
selected the single Corona-Corona .
from the three or four assorted
cigars in my waistcoat pocket and
lit it, he glanced at the problem.
As he read it, his lips moved and
from time to time, his tongue
protruding slightly. .
"My dear boy," he said- rather
condescendingly, I thought- " this
is the essence of simplicity."
He launched into an involved and
tedious explanation of the problem,
dealing with all its subtler nuances
and its many ramifications, while

7
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"
11
1 've
Phrases like ' mutua Y exc us1
·
·
events," " su ffi ctent tgnorance "*
and .. accession of knowledge "
eame 'tumbling from his lips in
the half-stutter which had always
been so chara'cteristic of him and
which ·had endeared ~im to us all. ·
From time to time, as perhaps he
ndticed my attention w~vering •. he
embarked on i:a~bbng · stde. excursions · on the Binomial
Theorem, the irttense fascination
of spherical trig.ometry a~d
Blumberg's {I t.hmk he . sa•.d ·
Blumberg's) Theory of Come
Sections.
Suddenly I remembered that I
had forgotten to pick up my wife's
week-end beer, and could just get
. there before the brewery closed ;
so I left hurriedly', neglecting to
say good-bye _ and without,
unfortunately, · getting the correct
answer or, indeed, any answer at all.
· When I got home, I got busy
on my wife's beer, and before
long, the whole vexed question
pa5sed mercifully from my· mind.
The next morning, though, the
problem came back to haunt me.
I couldn't seem to get 'it out of
my head. . Why did I have to.
bothei: about it ? I asked myself
. bitterly. The chances \vere, there
was ·no correct solution. Maybe
they're all wrong, from Bellanger
down, or up, as the case might be.

JOURNAL

1·ust a .game, isn't it ?t On·e
d d trick
h
isn't a matter of life .anks eat 'II.
If you do lose ~vo tnc , you
forget all about 'tt the next day.
. Why does Mott-Smith have to
worry about a trick here and
there ? Or Moyse, either, for that
matter ? Why, those two sharks,
for every trick they lose which
they might have won, must take
hundreds they should have lost.
They're away ahead of the Law
of Average.
What are they
worrying about ?
It was in the middle of these
moros·e and defeatist thoughts that
the patter of tiny feet became
audible in the front hall, as the
door slammed violently.
My
ten-year-old niece, Sharon, came
into the room, tracking mud and
water from her overshoes on the
expensive orient;ll rug I had bought
in the black market when prices
were never higher. She cuddled
cozily in my lap, her overshoes
now and then swinging against my
wife's new satin chair-cover and
now and then brushing my
imported slacks.
·
Sharon is what I call a problem
child, but what her parents call
an " exceptional " or " supernormal " child. They have told
my wife and me, and will tell
anyone else at the drop of a hat,
{and people are continuall y
dropping hats wherever they go)
that Sharon's intelligence quotient
rate~ her at just two points off a
gemus. How she ever got that
way with. the parents she has is
one of the sweet, ineffable mysteries
of life.
·

What, after all, I asked myself
further, what does it matter if
you do lose two tricks ? Is that a
matter of vital, world-shaking
importance? Worrying about a
trick in bridge, when the world's
in the sorriest mess it's ever been
in I On.e lousy trick I Bridge is

Sharon- my G~d what a name
in the first place.·!- Sharon· attends

t Or is it ?~EDITOR.
8
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a special school for exceptionat'
children. Nothing good enough
for the · common herd is good
enough for her. At this fancy
school, these young monsters do
their normal school work in less
than an hour·; the rest of the
time, they occupy their revolting
little minds with such things as
creative writing, sculpture, painting,
advanced music, handicrafts of
one kind or another, and would
"_you believe it, bridge !
Bridge, in a school ! What m
hell is education coming to ?
Sharon squirmed on my lap.
"Whatcha· reading, Uncle
Tupper ? " she asked, taking The
Bridge Worla out of my hand,
.tearing out the Mott:-Smith article
and throwing the rest of the
magazine into the waste-paper
basket across the room. Yes, a
hull's eye.
"It's about bridge and
mathematics, dear," I replied
" I don't think you'd
feebly.
find it very interesting-" ·
"
By the time I had finished the
sentence or, at all events, got that
far towards its completion, she
had got over to page two of the
article and interrupted :
: " Say, this is easy l Gimme a
pencil and paper l "
·, '" \Vhat !. " I exclaimed, aghast.
" Do you mean to say you even
understand it ? "
· " Certainly, Uncle Tupper,"
·s haron said in unfeigned surprise.
" It's very simple. Look, I'll show

WEST

EAST

1. KQ87
KQ87

2.

3. KQ8

7
8
"Q
K

4. KQ7
5. K87
6. Q87
7. KQ
8. K8
9. K7
10. Q8
11. ' Q7
12. 87

~.

87
Q7
Q8
K7
. K8
KQ

-- - 13. K
14. Q
15. 8
16. 7

Q87
K87
KQ7
KQ8

" Now listen very "carefully,
Uncle Tupper. I'll CA-plain this
in very simple language," Sharon
said.
" The four missing cards can be
distributed in only those sb."t~en .
different ways. You lead from
South, it says here.
" In case 1, East will show out
on the first trick, and you'!! pick
up West's King or Queen with
the Ace later on, so you have no
problem. In ~e 2, \.Yest shows
out at once; and you're bounq to
lose two tricks, so y·ou have no
problem. In cases 3 and 4, West
will play an honour on either the
first or second trick, so you haYe
no problem.
" Of course, if the play were in
a suit contract, and" if this suit
were not the trump, \Vest, unless
he is a moron, (and he might well
be- did I tell you about Stinky
Davis taking ine out of a perfectly
lovely double on eight lousy Clubs

you~"

Her chubby little paws-! mean
hands-at once busied themselves
wntmg in flawless Spencerian
script the following :
9
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to the Queen-Ten? I did?) would
split his equals on the first trick
in cases 1, 3 and 4. However, it
doesn't mattet:, because as soon as
West plays an · honour to either
trick, you have no problem.
" In cases 7, 13 and 14, that's
what happens, too, so you have
no problem.
" Now there go ' seven of the
, sixteen possible distributions. Are
you listenipg, Uncle Tupper ?
Seven from sixteen is nine.
" So when you get back to lead
from South again, the nine possible
distributions left' are :
WEST

EAST

K8
Q8

K(Q)
K
Q
Q

8

7
8
7
8
.K(Q)
K7
K8

At that moment, a blood-curdling
shriek rent the atmosphere. It
seem7d to have come from just
outs1de the front windo w.
"SHARRRRRonnnnnn !" it'
sounded like.
" Oh, jeepers, there's Stinky
Davis," yelped Sharon as she
shifted off my lap, on~ of her
overshoes making a perfect print
on the only tailored shirt I have
left. " Gotta go now " she said.
" Stinky and I gotta date over at
the lab. to dissect a dead vulture."

" On four of the nine distributions, West plays the missing
honour, so you have no problem.
On two of them, West shows out
so you have no problem, as yo~
always had to lose two tricks, no
matter what. That leaves only
three distributions :

And she was off.
. But of course, her explanation is
s11ly. And anyway, who would
pay any attention to the immature
ma'!nderings of a ten-year-old as
agamst the scholarly cerebrations
of some of the greatest bridge
players and mathematicians of the
day?

EAST

K8
Q8

8

" Furthermore, to deal with the
percentage angle, as Mr. Moyse
calls it : by playing Ace, low from
North, you will hold your losers
to one ten times out of sixteen.
If you finesse the first trick, and
play for a drop on the second, you
will hold your losers to one eleven
times out of sixteen. But with the
additional advantage of finessing
twice, if the distribution calls for
it, you will hold your losers to
one twelve times out of si.xteen.
" Why are your eyes. so glassylooking, Uncle Tupper·?"

" Even you, Uncle Tupper, will
. see that the chance of dro.pping
·the missing honour is five out of
nine, if we lead the Ace from
North. ·But let's take all the
advantage we can, just as these
clever men tell us to do, and lead
from South again.

WEST

" Now can't any half-wit seecan't you see, Uncle Tupper- that
the finesse should win twice out
of three times ? Not about twice,
as this silly man, Mr. Bellanger,
seems to think, but precisely
twice.
Uncle Tupper, are you
listening I

K(Q)

ro

80URNEMOUTH TOURNAMENT
bv "Alibi"
OTABLE for numbers, from Gloucester, Harrow (2),
enthusiasm and the personal Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool,
triumph of one of qur most -Nottingham and Worthing lined
brilliant and unassuming women up for the final.
players, the T.B.A's Bournemouth
Favourites were Major Geoffrey
Tournament set the 1948-49 season
·off to a flying start. Seventy-seven Fell's Leeds quartette (Fell, Niman,
tables in play at the same time is Franklin, Mercado). They started
though not a record, a considerable brilliantly, struck a bad patch in
achievement : to win the Mixed the middle, lost in no uncertain
Pairs
Champions/zip and the manner to Sydney Josephs'
Two Stars is a double event Leicester team, finished
that is likely to stand as an magnificiently. Their match point
score of 52 left them clear winners,
.all-time high.
the runners up being E. L. Figgis'
With the attendance far e~ceeding Liverpool team, including two
-expectations, accommodation and ladies, who had played steadily
organisation at the Burlington Hotel throughout. Third was the .wellwere strained to the limit, with the known Worthing team captained
The by Major Bather.
-inevitable minor hitches.
1essons to be learnt are that more
Meanwhile 15 London teams
·careful consideration should be
given to the choice of movement, were battling for the Burlington
The first session found
with the question of alternative Cup.
movements should the last entry Standish Booker's team (Booker,
prove unwieldy, and to the method Lee, Lady Rhodes, Mrs. Markus)
of determining the winners and in the lead with a remarkable score
of 86 match points, Ellison (52)
qualifiers.
and Baron (34) being next best.
The two big teams of four events The rate of scoring by the leading
were . again run simultaneously. teams slackened in the second
45 teams entered for the l11ter-City session, which saw some fine
Contest (London teams barred) in recoveries by the laggards ; Ellison
a bid for the trophy held since its dropped one point and Booker and
inception by Ralph Evans' Baron could only add a score
Bournemouth quartette. A large apiece. But Booker maintained his
contingent made the journey from enormous lead and deservedly
Wales, Yorkshire and the Midlands; carried off the trophy with an
newcomers, noted in many instances excellent team. Baron just pipped
for youth and keen efficiency, Ellison for second place.
appeared from Coventry, Essex,
Few teams managed to bid the
various Civil Service branches and
from the Royal Aircraft Establish- grand slam on Board 44, which
ment at Farnborough.
The was complicated by the fact that
qualifying rounds were a hectic responder held a poor hand that
scramble, but eight good teams, yet contained two key features.
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AQJ8752

\?OA

+ AK743

Playing Vienna, Booker and Lee
reached 7 • in three bids. East
opened with a direct asking bid of
2 • • located • K when West
responded 3 · • • and shot straight
to the grand slain. We admire the
economy of bids, but fail to see
how East can guarantee no Club
loser in the combined hands. The
Acol bidding · by Shapiro and
MarX seems superior: 2 + -2 02 · -2 NT-3 + -4- · -5 + -6 + -

'I

'

.

\VEST

K9
\? J652
0 107 4-3 2
Q8

l,

~

EAST ·.. · ·.:

J 0 -q R N A.L .

Mts. Wiliiams and ·
246
J. Pearlstone
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison4-.
Gray . .
:.
. . 234
{ Mrs. Stein and L. Baron
6. Mrs. Titmas and P. P.
232
Forbes
.
Board 7 was the mystery hand
of the contest-a lay-down slam
in Clubs that was missed at every
table.

7 • ·
A rude shock was in store for
the c;l.eclarer during the play of
the hand. The plan, of course, was
to ruff a Club in dummy with • K,
hoping for no worse than a 4-2
division of Clubs and 3-1 of Spades,
but first · a high trump had to be
played by East to test the lie.
South failed,. putting paid to the
plan ; declarer , thus had to draw
trumps and rely on an even break
in Clubs which, improbable though
it may seem, duly materialised.
The Mixed Pairs Champions/zip
attracted a distinguished entry ;
for once there were few casualties
in the qualifying round and the
final consisted of an astronomical
paradise of .stars. · Any one of a
dozen pairs might have come out
on top in a photo finish ; it was
left t~ No~a ~ensha'y and Stanley
Merkm to forge ahead and win
by a decisive margin.
Second
were " Penguin " Evans ~nd Victor
Mollo. Final placi~gs :
. ·
1. ,Mrs. Renshaw, and S. ,S ..
.
Merkin . . ;. ~ ,,f ~ ..•.... 262
2• . Mrs, Evans and V: Mollo ·, 2SO .

3.

•

A97642

\? 7 5
0 97 2

+ 95
•

-

•

Q 1083
A K 10 +
0853
OAK6
+ A K Q 10 8 7 3 2 + 6 4• KJ5
\? Q9832
0 QJ 104-

\? J 6

\?

+J

East dealt at Game All and
usually opened 1 • . The first
problem for ¥lest was whether to·
force. In our view he should, and
several Wests shared our opinion.
But at quite a few tables, after
1 · · -3 + -3 \?-4- + -4 NT
(Blackwood), the bidding fizzled
out ignominiously. Over 4- NT,.
with his wide open' Diamond
~oldi~g, West responded 5
m sp1te of this discouraging reply
his hand must be an open book,
and we can find no excuse for the
various Easts who let matters rest
at 5
always an unsatisfactory
contract at match point scoring..
?~range to relate, ·only one East
tned 6 NT, a reasonable gambit
on the bidding ; the contract was
of course made, for South could
hardly find the settin·g lead of a.
Spade.

+;

+.
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We looked in vain for a simple
:auction such as 1 + -3 + -3 \/4
o--6
Not one East
player found the third round bid
of 4 0 which makes things easy
for West ; the lure of Blackwood
was too strong. ·
The next ' point of interest lay
in the ntimber of tricks that West
should make in· a Club contract.
Several declarers missed the boat
badly, even when. North's opening
lead was 0 9, for a simple Vienna
·Coup results in an automatic
squeeze on South.
Dummy's
0 A and 0 K are removed, 0 8
becomes a menace in the west
1mnd, and South cannot retain his
Heart guard and a top Diamond.
On any other lead North can
protect his partner by hanging on
to his 0 9 (another · reason for
not' leading ·· " top of nothing " Captain Kempson, please note !)

+-4:

remarkable score of 24J (66.5%).
Next best were Mrs. · Renshaw and
Mrs. Gordon (229) and Frankli,n
and Mercado (216).

+·

. Another hand that provided an
:unexpected top was the following :

EAST

WEST .

+ 9 7 2. _

+

K J 10 6 3
·' \/A93 .
\/KJ64
0 A 10, 6 2
0 QJ 9 ··
+ AK6
+ 4 .
. The almost i~variable contract
Q lay. with
was 3 NT, but
South and 0 K with North, so
that a Club lead resulted in a one
trick set. Only two pairs played
the hand in a cast-iron 4
We
noted the following auction by an
(convenAcol pair: 1 NT=-2
tional)-2 0-4
And so to the last and. most
dramatic of :the big events-the
Trvo Stars Open Pairs Championship.
At the . ·end of the first
session of the final . Booker and
Lee .looked like repeating their
Burlington Cup . triumph, · with a

+

+·

+·

-+

Another tricky slam hand caught
several players napping :
WEST

EAST

\/ J 6 3
095

'\/ K Q 10 5

+ AKQ 10864 + 5

+ "7

.

OAK87
+ A 9 43

Most pairs commendably reached
but few declarers took a
6
simple precaution against the
possibility of South holding J x x x
in trumps.
The usual opening
lead was a Club ; if West
immediately ruffs a small Club at
Trick 2, he has sufficient entries
in dummy to reduce his Spades
and to pick up South's guarded
J by means of a trump coup.

+,

+

The fireworks started in the
second session. Booker and Lee
could do nothing right, but several
pairs were going great guns. Flores
ana Alpar, Wolfers and Abrahams,
Wood-Hill and Summers, Mrs.
Summers and Clemons all returned
fine scores ; but in the end the
only pair to play cqampionship
bridge throughout both sessions
came out on top. To add to the
excitement, the' contest ended only
as the prize-giving ceremony began,
but the match pointers rushed out
the final figures in time for the
cups to be presented amidst the
loudest applause of the day to
Nona Renshaw. and ·F\itzi Gordon.
. They ·did well ·enough. last year t'o
finish fifth ; to win outright was
a wonderful performance. Flores
and Alpar were only two points
behind after a brilliant second-half
recovery. Final placings:

13
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1. Mrs. Renshaw and Mrs.
Gordon
463
2. J. Flore~ and E. Alpar 461
3. S. Booker and Dr. S. Lee 449
4. Dr. N. Wood-Hill and
E. M. Summers
445
5. Mrs. Summers · and J.
Clemons
436
6. C. E. Phillips and M. J. S.
Dewar
434
Meanwhile the Boumemouth
Pairs. final, for the winners and
runners up in the various open
pairs ·events, had resulted. as
follows: ·
1. E. L. Figgis and Miss
McKenna
293
2. L. F. Jones and Dr. F.
287
Davies
3. Lt. Col. Burne and Miss
263
Hogben
· The winners thus crowned a
successful Congress, while Jones
and Davies, a young pair of
newcomers from I !ford, and Colonel
Bur,ne and Miss Hogben
(Chichester) had also been well ' to
the fore during the' week-end in
other events.
Play with the Masters, in which
22 " average" players were
partnered by 22 experts, resulted
in. ?· Mansfield . (Farborough)
wmmng the North-South section
with Harold Franklin, while the

JOURNAL

best East-West performance was.
by Joan Rayne (sister of international Eddie) in partnership with
Emeric Alpar.
Other prize-winners :
Open Pairs- L. F. Jones and
Dr. F. Davies, J. Flores and R~
Sharples, Mr. and Mrs. Ormerod,.
Mrs. Lester and J. Clemons, Mrs.
Causely and Mrs. Aston, Mrs~
Stokes and Dr. Varley, Mrs. Coleand Mrs. Millett, Miss Shanahan
and J. H. Boatman, Mrs. Hughes.
and H. G. Bonner, Miss Jonas.
and E. ·a. Harvey, Mrs. Bartley
and Mrs. Profit, W. H. Weightman
and G. Humble, Miss McKenna
and E. L. Figgis, R. Preston and
R. Swimer, Mrs. Barnett and.
P. Heywood, Mrs. Summers and
J. Clemons.
Handicap Pairs- Mrs. Mason
and Mrs. Cayless, Mrs. Aston and
Mrs. Hide, E. Fenn Smith and
P. Fitzgerald, M. Davies and
P. Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Ellard
Hughes, Miss Jonas and E. G.
Harvey.
Comolatio1l Pairs- H. Dodson
and J. Hall, Mrs. Harrison-Grayand Mrs. Evans, J. Hardy and
Mrs. Evans, Mrs. Elison and Mrs ..
Gimson·, Mr. and Mrs ~
Carmichael-Mason.
Grand Chain Contest- J. C. H ~
Marx, Mrs. Phillips, L. Baer,.
A. L. Marx.

-------------PREPARED

fUTILITY

HARLES GOREN, in his
excellent book on bidding
states " tl1e Prepared Club,
is a convenience, not a system."

C

by Major Sturges.

With this dictum I believe the lateS. J. Simon was in agreement.
Unfortunately, (as I think) thePrepared Club se~ms to be well

14
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on the way to becoming an integral One Diamond.
Partner called
part of the Two Club system ; for Three Diamonds and I passed.
too many players tend to shy away Dummy proved as follows : ·
from opening bids of any other + Void <ylAQJ3 006543 + AKQ2!
suit which are made on less than five
cards. This is bad enough, but,
The grand slam was duly made
when the " Prepared Diamond " and mutual recriminations followed.
is used as well, · all sorts · of
" Why didn't you go on when
complications arise.
·
.
I overcalled the game ? "
. I recently cut into a rubber
I replied that my opener was an
playing CAB. We won the first
game and were 60 up in the absolute minimum, and that I had
second when I, as South, picked no more information to give.
up the following hand :---=" How was I to know you had a
+ AJ85 <ylK1083 OA65 + 63 real Diamond suit ? You might
Partner opened with One have " three to the King with
Diamond ; East bid Three Clubs strength in Spades," he retorted.
and I called Three Diamonds. "VIe play prepared minors here."
This was doubled by West and
I . murmured that I was not
we were one down.
prepared for that.
Partner said, " I must put you
We could not agree, or sympathise,
with five Diamonds on your bid."
more, with Major Sturges ; and
He held:
- we beg leave fonnally to assure his
+ KQ64 <ylAQ92 OK97 + 54 circle that the ban otz 4-card majors
I suggested that a Spade might is integral to NO Two Club system.
have been a better opener, but he Kempson's British Bridge prefers to
replied that, playing the Two Club avoid them (but dislikes a 3-card
system you cannot open a four- minor even more). Vienna alone by
· definition bid 1
evetz though
card major I
two
biddable
4-card
majors
holding
Shortly afterwards I dealt myself
so that there is 110 difficulty in
this lot:catering for a rebid.
The only
+ K97 <yl108 OAK1092 + 143 virtue of Preparation is the creation
We • were 60 up and,· rightly or by artificial insemination of atl
wrongly, I opened the bidding with otherwise tzon-e:t.·istent re-bid.

+

-------- -----FRIENDLY CONGRESS
by The Tournament Director
ERBYSHIRE, the youngest
County C.B.A., held its
second Annual Congress at
The Peveril of the Peak Hotel,
DoYedale, in mid-October. The

D

Congress was particularly enjoyable
as it really was friendly ; everyone
knew everyone else, and my job
as Director was made very easy.
There were no unhappy arguments

<:O ~TRAC.T · BRI~D GE

and only. one mis-boarding-a wellknown player from Leeds being
rimlcted. in the sum of 300 points.
· His trenchant comment was :
"\Vithout that fine I was bottom !"
Ten Teams-of-Four co~peted
for the Farquhar Cup; played over
54 boards, won by .Mrs. Dobson's
Nottingham team ; the · holders,
Bob Frith's Nottingham team,
Pairs
finished ·a close second.
'vere nicely distributed to Leeds,
Nottingham, Wolverhainpton and
Derby.
': The last event, Pairs on Sunday
evening; was so very friendly that
I. didn't even try to keep the
players quiet !
How friendly is pethaps indieated
by the following incident, when,
• playing with Daphne Kleuser
against _ Doreen Hopewell and
Harry Ingram, I qemonstrated that
you really can't run the event and
play I
• The hands, dealt PY. Daphne
Rleuser, were: .
DAPHNE
Axx
I
'::} lOx
0 AJ
AQJxxx
DoREEN
INGRAM
KQJxxx
lOxx
~ KQ
~XXX
0 Qxxxx
0 X
lOxx
Kxx
" T.D."

· Harry Ingram then produced
the masterly bid of : " Business
Double ! "
I was very tempted to say :
"Four Diamonds and that's not
a cue bid I " However I contented
myself with Four · Diamonds.
DoREEN :
Double.
DAPHNE :
" Re-d_ouble " (Four Hearts might
have been better ?).
Left in, we were one ·down.
With a little thought it was a
make, as Six Hearts was of course,
if played in that.
We are expecting a lot more
friends next October.
FRANK 1\'.IASE

PREMIUM

·oN

L

+

+

+

+

+x

~

AJ9xxx

0 KlOxxx

+x .
,

ToPs

OOKING on at a Pairs
Duplicate held at one of
the London Clubs a few
weeks ago I was intrigued by the
unusual result-a 3-way tie. I was
also intrigued (and very much
baffled) by the method used by
the Tournament Director to
separate the 3 pairs.
Admittedly I know little about
directing tournaments and still
less about the evolution of scoring
formulae; the Tournament
Director in questio'l is expert on
every phas.e of the game of Bridge ;
let tt therefore be understood -that
I am not seeking to criticise him
or to question his judgment.
It is only the logic of the
calculation which baffles me.
So far as I can see the formul~
for breaking a 3-,;ay tie, and
presumably 4-way, right up to

+

+

·.J O·URN AL

• ,t

THE BIDDING
DAPHNE: 1 • . lNGRAl\1 : 1 • .
"T.D." 3 ~. DoREEN: No.
DAPHNE: · 3 • ·
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11-way ties, · consis~ ~erely of
-counting Tops and crediting 1
point (or a proprotionate fraction
<>f a point) for every Top gained
by a team (or shared by a number
<>f teams). :
Of course, with two teams in a
tie, counting Tops is the same as
match-pointing ; but when there
are more than 2 teams it becomes . ~
just counting Tops-seemingly.
bearing no relation to matchpointing.
Consider this example. Teams
A, B and C all score 34 points in
£ve hands :is follows :Hand
1
2
3
4
5

Initial Points
Team A Team B Team C
4
7
9
9
6
4
10
4
5
5
6
9
6
·s
10

34

34

34

Tie-Breaking Poilits Calculation-I
(actual.)
A.2
Tops only ..
B.1

0.2
· Calculation-II
(proposal)
2 for a top
1 for a 2nd
0 for a 3rd

AA
B.6

C.4

If Tops only are taken into
account, Teams A and C each
l1ave 2 and Team B, 1. Placed
third and last on this basis, Team
B, nevertheless, emerges the wi1!11er~
with 3 points .aga'inst 2 in a stratght
fight against either A or C.
This leads to a ridiculous
situation, becoming potentially

more absurd as' the number of
teams involved increases, and
suggests a serious flaw in the
method used.
This arises, quite obviously . to
my mind, because the principle
of match-pointing has been ignored
in a match-pointed contest !
The logical method of breaking
a more than 2-way tie is to apply
points on a graduated scale,·
dependent upon the number of
teams involved. If there are 3
teams in first place, as happened
in the case under review, award
2.points for a Top, 1 point for a
Second, and 0 for a Bottom (as
between the tying teams) as shown
in calculation II above.
·
Then the teams are rated in
accordance with their all-round.
performance- team B . gaining the
first place ·which, on merit, it
deserves.
It seems unreasonable to overvalue sporadic brilliance by
glorifying Tops and ignoring
Bottoms. If the former are assets
the latter are liabilities ; and for an
accurate analysis of the balancesheet, both must be taken into
account and given proper weight.
I must confess that I cannot
guess at , the abstruse (but no
doubt valid) reason for adherence
to what I take to be the accepted
formula. I must leave it to others
to explain, and I shall look forward
to their explanation. But, whatever
the reason, such exclusive emphasis
on tops is at direct variance with
the advice Culbertson (and he
should know) has given to aspiring
Duplicate players, " Take care of
the Bottoms and the Tops will take
care of themselves."
·
" IGNORA:\lUS."
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HAVEN AT LAST
A. G. Figgins arrives at his psychic destination!
"
HERE was once an officer
who, having been ordered
to hold an important post
in the line of battle, found himself
about to be attacked in overwhelming force. Concluding that
resistance was hopeless he told his
men to lay down their arms and
surrender. After the war he was,
of course, court-mart.ialled and shot.

T

It is indeed fortunate from a
bridge point of view that a similar
fate does not overtake the thousands
of players who do every day the
exact equivalent of what that
officer did, as otherwise we should
all. find it difficult to get a game at
our clubs. By introducing those
thousands to the Defensive Psychic
· I hope to put an end to their
present defeatist tactics.
The use of the Defensive Psychic
depends very largely on whether
or not partner has passed. When
this is the case, it can be bid on
any hand up to average strength
which contains a reasonable
" switch " if doubled. Othenvise
a certain amount of discretion,
which can only be fully learnt by
experience, must be exercised ;
but the bid should not be made
on a hand of any merit.
.

inhibitions which seem to be the
prerogative of bridge players.
When partner has passed and
the opponent on the right has
opened the bidding, the classicsituation for a Defensive Psychicarises. It is then a craven policy
to pass unless the hand is
completely worthless, while tomake an overbid of a suit in which
the holding is, say, six or seven
cards to the Ace or King is useless.
The chances are that the opponents.
are about to bid and make a game,
or at least a part score, and there
is just one possibility of preventing
them from doing this-assuming,
of course, that they hold the
necessary cards. That chance is
to bid their other suit before they
have the opportunity to do so.
This brings
intriguing that
christen it the
This theory is

us to· something se>
I have ventured te>
" Figgins Theory."
as follows :

(1) Except when opening the
bidding, void suits should
always be bid when an
opportunity occurs at a low
level.

(2) Singletons should similarly
be bid, e.xcept when vulnerable . and holding a hand
devo1d ?f honour tricks.

.

I first used it some fifteen years
ago following take-out doubles by
the opponent on the right, and it
is interesting to note that it is now
used in similar circumstances by a
considerable number of players.

'Yhen holding neither a void nor
a smgleton, the pre-requisite for a
Defensive Psychic is of course a
" sw1tc
. h"
,
,
.
With. regard
to the
strength of this, it will be found
that such bids can be made on
very light hands with only the
smallest risk of a heavy penalty.

The fact that these seem unable
to grasp that it is not necessary to
wait for doubles before making
such bids illustrates the curious
18
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They are, in point of fact, much
safer than overbids of suits held
in some strength, since the
opponents are usually so absorbed
in ensuring that they are not
being bluffed out of a game
contract that they do not pay
much attention to the possibility
of a lucrative double.
It is safe to say that no player
who has · given the Defensive
Psychic a fair trial with partners
who appreciate th6. finer points of
bidding\would ever willingly return
to the orthodox overbid.
If we all are to practise the
Defensive Psychic we must also
learn the proper defence against
it ; and to illustrate, take the
following hand :
NoRTH

+ AQx
\/ xxxx
0 xxxx
Qx

+
•

\/ KQ.xx
0 Kxx
Jxxx

+

•

XX

+

XX

\/AJxx
O AQx
AKxx
KJ lOxxx

+

\/x
O Jxx

+

XXX

_ North, the dealer, passes and
East opens with One Club. South
has an ideal holding for a defensive
psychic and accordingly bids a
Heart.
I

West with his four Hearts to
the King and Queen puts on his
thinking cap for a moment. Had
he held five trumps, he would have
doubled without hesitation ; but
his actual holding can better be
indicated by bidding Two ~o
Trumps. North, of course, agam

passes. The position should now
be perfectly clear to East and he
should bid Three Hearts, which
West raises to Four.
The bids which are most
vulnerable to psychic undermining
are No Trumpers and, curiously
enough, the opening force of Two·
Clubs. The defence against No
Trumpers is very pretty and may .
well be illustrated by another hand.
Suppose the opponent on the right
has opened with ll Heart and you
hold the following cards : + xxx <vxxx OAQJlOx_x

+ JC

Under the "Figgins Theory."
the proper bid on this holding isTwo Clubs. It is highly probable
that the left-hand opponent will
(if he does not double) bid Twoor Thi:ee No Trumps. If thisdeclaration · holds, the partner
should not, of course, lead clubs~
or even his own suit. He must
by an easy process of deduction
(Spades being his own suit) decide
what the " switch " is and lead
it-usually with the result of
brt:aking the contract.
Against an opening force of Two
Clubs, no opportunity of
" psyching " should be lost, but
here, some care must be exercised
If the hand contains even one
trick it is not worth while tosacrifice ; but if, on the other
hand, you are trickless and have
a six or seven card suit as a switch,
it may well be worth while tooffer the opponents a double which
will, in all probability, prove less
lucrative than the Slam bonus.
In my case your " psyche " will
cramp their bidding style very
considerably and may well result
in getting them into difficulties.

T

HE Turkish cigarette is
cocked in the · thin lips
until it points toward the
ear ;· the sharp features are marked
with supercilious · disdain ; . the
long, nervous · fingers flick out a
<:ard without use of the thumb ;
and an indecipherable ·scrawl
records the score.
That 'is a fair portrait of Terence.
Reese-one-time ·enfant prodigue of
bridge-in play.
Terence emerged into the bridge
world, primarily,. as ·the son of his
mother, ·charming directress of a
thousand tournaments, pillar ofthe circle that revolved round
Guildford. In his childhood,- he
was so considerably ·better than
people three or four times his age
that he engendered
.a certain . resentment, . which his _., '
faintly patronising
manner did nothing
to discount.
At Oxford, he captained the
first University team that played
an . Inter-'Varsity match - lain
Macleod was the Cambridge star.
Thereafter, he · was the protege
<Jf Hubert Phillips, at that time
the dominant force in competitive
bridge ; he · played for England
frequently : sometimes with his
discoverer, sometimes with
A. Wolfers ; and he was the
de facto Editor · of the British
Bridge World.
As · Time Marched On·, Reese
became one of the Acol group ;
· .and reached his full stature this
year at Copenhagen where he and
Boris Shapiro established .themselves as a pair outstanding in all
Europe.
As a theorist, Terence had long
been among the greatest ; " The
0

·ElementS of · Contract "- largely
his- proclaimed the born e..xpositor
and his 'book, "Reese on Play,"
has become in a mere· six months,
one of the classics of . the .game.
Even America (which thinks
Britain's. bridge, as a general rule,
no great shakes) regards . Reese,
together with S. J. Simon, . as the
exceptions that prove the rule.
Bridge (and poker) form the
major portion of . Terence's life.
He plays, he teaches, he televises,
he coaches, he trained the \Vomen's
team for Copenhagen. He also
organises--,with · the result that
the tournaments '"'which have the
Reese touch are, perhaps, _the
smoothest-run in Britain.
. His hobbies include chess, cricket
and Greek versethe only poetry
that has any power
to stir him.
Sparing in the
use of tobacco, even
more sparing in the use of alcohol
remote in his attitude to women'
he is an austere personality.
'

REEsE ''
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To the bridge world, Reese is
one of the deiti..es ; but even to
the vast group that push the cards
round, he is a person. Bridge on
the Air has made him known and
his own facile commentatio~ has
_!ltamped his lucid, aloof personailty
upon tens of thousands.
Terence Reese collaborated with
" .s~id " Simon in setting the
Wlttlest- :md most exacting- hand
ever dev1sed for Pair Contests.
And those who had ever regarded
Tere~ce as " pure intelligence
devmd.of emo~on ". \~ere compelled
to rev1se the1r optmon when his
tributes to his old friend revealed
a warm h~art, though one never
worn on hts sleeve.

GRAN.D SLAM 'MANQUE
by S. J. Simon
- Dealer, South. Both vulnerable.
(Mrs. Guggenheim)

+ 432

•.

'\1 A76542
0 A432

+-

(Mr. Smug)
A J 10 9 7 5
~ K

(Unlucky Expert)
K Q86
·

+

+

+

+

~

Q
OK7
0865
KJ 6 5
A 1q 9 8 7
· (Futile Willie)

••

'\1 J 10 9 8 3
<> Q J 10 9

+ Q432

THE BiDDING : .
SouTH WEsT
NoRTH
EAsT
No bid 1
No bid(a) 4
(b)
No bid 4 NT (c) No bid (d} 5· 0 (e)
No bid 5
(f) All pass
(a) Note that, from the angle
of safety first, thi~ is a much
more dangerous hand for a butt-in
than the one that came to grief
. on the previous deal (recorded in
the November issue). The Hearts
are less solid and the Diamonds
require a great deal more assistance
from partner to develop .tricks.
It is quite easy to construct hands
on which Two Hearts Doubled will
go four, five, or possibly, even,
six down with nothing on for the
enemy. But as it is even easier
to construct masses of hands pn
which the butt-in will produce an
excellent result, the butt-in should
still be made. The chance of gain
is greater than the risll of loss.
My own view is that if you bid
. 2 ~ over 1
on this sort of
hand one hundred times, nothing

+

+

+

+

m~ch· would happen to affect the
ultimate result either way in about
80 of them. Of the remaining
twenty, only about ·one will show
a huge loss and five or six a small
loss .. The remainder would profit,
rangtng from cheap sacrifices to
fantastic contracts doubled and
made~

This, naturally enough to the
argument, is one of the times where
it snows the fantastic profit. But
Mrs. Guggenheim, cowed by the
lecture she has received on the
previous hand, daren't reach for it.
(b) Scientists will prefer an
approach bid of Two Clubs the
idea being to jump to Four Spades
later to show values for a raise to
4! ·
I don't.
I prefer tD
m~sinform pa~er about a problematical half-tnck than to give the
enemy a chance of bidding at a
· low level. I am not so ·strong in
defence on this hand that I welcome
·interference.
· ·
·

+·

(c) Blackwood .
(d) A good player, who had
failed to butt-in on the North
h~nd,. would now.
regretting
his failure. The biddmg has .now
marked South with shortage in
Spades, thus enormously increasing
the chance of a .fit in one of the
red suits. But, good as the chance
is, it is not good enough to start
looking for it at the five level
vulnerable. South might still have
a hand like :
·

b:

+ x

~xx

OQxxx + OJxxxx

and this, while with any luck not
too dear at Two Hearts Doubled
must, at Five Hearts Doubled
spell ruin. '

.I
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Mrs. Guggenheim, of course,
cannot reason like this. So she is
feeling quite pleased that she has
listened . to partner's lecture and
stayed silent. If they can try for
a slam, she reasons, she would
have gone down millions.
(e) One Ace.
(f) Regn;tfully.
"THE PLAY

Mrs. Guggenheim led the Ace of
Hearts.
She then led a low
Diamond to try and get her partner
·in. Mr. Smug won and, taking
·the right of the Clubs, spread the
-rest of his hand. to claim six.
·posT

MoRT~M

" Six Hearts cold," said Futile
·willie gazing at the spread-out
hand. "No," he corrected him-

JOURNAL

self.
" Seven Hearts cold I
Couldn't you have bid, partner ? "
he appealed.
·
" But you were so cross the last
time," said Mrs. Guggenheim.
Thus trapped, Futile vVillie
reconsidered. "You were quite
right," he said manfully. " It's
no good going by results. Anyway,"
he consoled himself, " we could
never have bid Seven."
In a way, Futile Willie was right.
This is not the sort of hand on
which you can reach Seven, or
even Six, hoping to make it. But
it is very much the sort of hand
on which you bid Six as a sacrifice
and then discover that you've
made Seven.
And . that is what may well
happen on this hand if North
butts in with 2 <VI.

---------------

·.S,CIENCE FOR THE
AVERAGE

PLAYER

by .

No rman S q ui~e

" Change of Suit"
The first of a 11e'lU series desig11ed to improve the ga11u
of the average player irrespective of his system.

·T

HERE must be many players
who, out of touch with
first-class ' Bridge circles,
""have yet read much about
" scientific " Bridge; They will
have seen in print every printable
. adjective decrying "science" and
have wondered why then should
the " scientists " have match
records better than anyone else.
What is this thing called "science" ?
' Now, that needs little explanation.
With certain rules of bidding always
.,in mind, the "scientist" endeavours
22

to make each bid mean something
definite. In this series I want to
try to show the way the scientist
thinks. I shall not teach a system,
but rather point out the natural
way to attack certain problems .
There are several simple things
which seem eternally to need
cl~ri~c?tion.
The " change of
smt 1s one of them.
Most - bids have a natural
meaning; it is up to us to examine
them carefully enough to be able
to deduce correctly that meaning.
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The " change of suit " is a fruitful
:field for examination. It divides
itself naturally into two sections,
the " change of suit " by the
·Opener and by the responder. Let
us take them in that order.
" You showed me a strong hand
1Jy changing the suit, partner."
This parrot-cry from many players
with hazy memories of · the Blue
Book of a generation ago is the
.expression of a misconception
which has settled into many minds.
It takes a deuce of a lot of shifting.
Let me , try to shift it with one
s t ra ig h tf o rw a r d, battle-axing
statement.
The change of suit by the
opener, mzless a Reverse or a
jump-force, shows no extra strength
whatever.
On the contrary, it is quite
likely to be · a sign of honour
WEAKNESS.
The reason for this is clear and
logical. Certain strength is needed
to open with a balanced hand: say,
13 pointS. Every player knows
that with better shape he opens
with fewer points.
With two
:five-carders he may well open
with as little as 10 points, e.g.,
+ KQ1086 <;?A10984 032 + 4.*
Having done this, is he forever to
be debarred from showing that
Heart suit over a , two-minor
response for fear of showing
strength he ·docs not possess ?
Nothing could . be more absurd.
That qne example should be
enough to convince anyone that
the change of suit by the opener
1n natural sequence shows no
·extra strength. But let us take

*

Scie11tist Squire cou11ts

! poi11t for

.a Tm- riglrl./y.- EDITOR.
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another type of hand which crops
up a score of times every day in
every club:
+ 3 <;?AQ654 OK954 + OJ6.
Open 1 \?. Partner bids 1 + .
If we tamely and fearfully rebid
with 2 \? we are very likely to
play there- and find this sort of
dummy:
+ K7653 \?2 0 QJ74 + 1083.
These small contracts cost if
played in the wrong denomination.
So, if we want to get into good
ones, this hoary misconception of
change of suit by opener showing
extra strength must be dumped
into our mental dustbins and
forgotten for good.
A change of suit by opener in
natural sequence shows one thing
only- four cards in the second
suit. Nothing else may reasonably
be deduced from the bid. To
find the right spot, every suit
should be shown, if it can be done
without getting too high. Suits
should be suppressed only if the
hand is not strong enough to go
to the 3-level.
(NoTE.- Every
hand which qualifies for an opening
suit bid must be considered strong
enough to go to the 2 level, because
a simple response by partner or
simple preference will take it there).
+ K865 <;?K.Q10653 OK6 + S.
Open 1 <;? and rebid 2 \?. A rebid
of 2 + over a two-minor response
would show reversible values and
perhaps excite partner into some
disastrous effort.
There is no
need to play in Spades unless
partner can bid them. With this
hand partner must be strong
enough to bid again freely before
there can be game. If he has four
Spades but is too weak to bid
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does show extra strength. This
occurs when his first suit has been
raised. If he now bids a fresh
suit, such a bid must be considered
unconditionally forcing. Responderhas
+ K654 <y>Q6543 043 + 32
and the bidding has gone : 1 + 2 + -3 <y>. There is no such thing
as a Pass 'of 3 <y> here. Responder
must make up his mind whether
to bid 3 + , 4 + or 4 <y>.

again, the Heart suit is good
enough to play at the 2-level.
1 + -1NT-20-3NTIII It
' should be impossible- but . it
happens every day. This sequence,
distasteful in the extreme to my
.purist mind, is a direct offspring
of the false impression that a
change of suit by opener shows
extra values. The responder here
probably has something like :
+ 86 \?Q1054 OJ654 + KQS.
He sees a fit in Diamonds and
what (to an optimistic mind) is a
double stop in the unbid suits, so
he shoots, raising astonished eyes
at the temerity of the opponent
who doubles.
And those eyes
open even wider when he sees
Dummy, which is likely to be :
+ KQ1065 \?6 OKQ863 + J2
and be screaming not strength but
extreme dislike for playing the
hand in even one NT. And so
comes now a piteous wail as from
deceived child- " But you
changed the suit, partner I "
On the type of responding hand
shown above there are two calls
avaiiable. The first ·is Pass. The
second is a raise to 3 0. As the
hand contains three probable tricks
in defence against Clubs or Hearts
If
a Pass. is the better call.
Protection comes, Diamonds may
be ·raised once and any bid of
Three by the opposition doubled.
I end with a sequence. where
the change of suit by the opener

3 + instead of 3 <y> by opener
would also show interest in going
on ; but, naturally, is not forcing.
Responder may Pass .or raise.
But if the situation is competitive,
say" 1 + -No- 2 + - 3 + - 3 + .
responder should Pass even if he
is good for his ·single raise. Such
a 3 + bid may be construed as
contesting the. auction ; may even
have been made with the expectation of going one down ·to save
the part-score. But the change of
suit here by opener is, once more,
absolutely forcing, showing extra
·
values.

a

So we see once again that there
is no such word as " always " in
Bridge, which is a very good thing
for the game, and also accounts
(if that is any consolation to us}
for the number of times we get
misquoted. ·
Next month I shall grapple with
that fascinating subject, the 'change
of suit by the responder, which is
a much more complicated business.

--------------

SERPENT-SUBTLE

T

HOUGH Defence seems to
me to be quite the most
interesting, albeit the most
difficl.\lt, part of bridge, the

by Derrick Hirsch
temptation to sit back and do the
automatic is sometimes very great.
For instance, you are West, North
has dealt and the bidding has gone :·
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NoRTH
1 <y> · .

SouTH

2

4 <y>

0

Pass
Your partner leads the
this is the situation :
You
.
K Q J 1b
<y> A 3

+5 and

·+

0 KJ3

.+ A843

Diamond, which he almost
certainly has,. or ·he would not
duck the . first Spade lead. The
danger of this holding lies in the
possibility of one of declarer's two
small Spades being the 9.
· The com~ct lead at trick 3 is
therefore ; . . a Diamond I
Let us examine the full deal :
A92
<y1 KQ J 10 8 7 2

+

DUMMY

+ 86

095

+O

<y>9

+ KQJlO

0 AQ8742

+ ·K J 9 2

+

Declarer plays. dummy's
2•
-and your immediate problem is
what card to play..
On the bidding (and since you
.hold a very strong 18-pointer) it
.seems obvious that North must
hold at least seven Hearts and the
Ace of Spades. Furthermore, if
partner's lead of a club is his
fourth best, declarer is marked
with a singleton.
·
However, .if you think a little,
you will realise that, whatever
North's distribution, you cannot
1ose by ducking the first Club,
~nd, indeed, the play of the Ace
may be fatal for the defence.
Assuming that you have therefore played the 8, that declarer has
·taken with the
Q and led a
small Diamond to dummy's Queen
otnd your King, your second
problem is what to lead now.
The temptation to lead th_e
King of Spades, followed, 1f
declarer ducks · (as he certainly
will), by the Ace of He~rts and
the Queen of Spades 1s very
(;Onsiderable.
It should, however; be resisted
in case Declarer ' has three Spades
to the Ace and a doubleton·

·

<y> A 3

0

K

0

J3

+ A843

+ 7543

<y> 6 5 4

+ 86

10 6

+ .10 7"6 5

<y> 9

0 AQ8742

+ K J92

You can see immediately that if
at Trick 1 you play .the Ace of
Clubs, Declarer is home '~ith
6 Heart tricks, 2 Club tricks and
the Aces of Diamonds and Spades.
Furthermore, if you defend in
the tempting· (but superficial and
unthinking) way I have suggested
above, you will find the following
unpleasant situation thrust upon
you after the 9th trick :
.• 9

+

"

0

•

10

<y> -

0 J3

+A

87
9

+- +7
<y> -

·-

0 10

+ 107

<y> -

0

A87

+K

Declarer leads a Heart at Trick.
10, squeezes you irresistibly (having
rectified· the count by ducking the

.f
I

r
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Spade a~ Trick 3), and makes his
contract with the loss of a Heart,
a Spade and a Diamond.
A Diamond return Tat Trick 3
prevents this squeeze, and,
incidentally, also deals with · the
possibility of declarer's distribution·
bein.g 2-7-3-1.
·
, Declarer's line of play, if his
distribution was 2-7-2'-2 would be
to return a Club at Trick 2 to
obtain a Diamond or Spade discard.

AR.E NA
From. the Chairman of the E.B.U.
The Editor,
The Contract Bridge Joumal.
SIR : -I have to reply to Kenneth
Konstam's letter and your own
editorial impetus given to the whispers
which . seem to have been started by
certain English players at Gleneagles,
:illeging ·a deliberate clashing of the
dates of the Northern Camrose Trials
with the Gleneagles Congress.
Apparently the intentiol). was to " rig "
the Trials and offend the Scots.
Both imputations are fantastic and
demonstrably absurd. ·
The facts are quite simple. The
Scottish Union did not tell the English
Union of .their Congress until after the
date of the Northern Trial had been
fixed. The E.B.U. endeavours not to
clash with other events and with the
affairs of other countries, but there
arc only 52· week-ends in the year and
many more than twice that number of
week-end fixtures of varying importance.
In selecting the date, the E.B.U.
thought they had steered clear of
everything, and cannot be accused of
maladministration
because
certain
potential players prefer to play in a
neighbouring country on the date fixed.
Naturally, as soon as the E .B.U.
heard of the Gleneagles · Congress I,
·as Chairman, wrote to the Secretary
of the Congress regretting the clash.
The reply showed that no offence had
been taken and it c:mnot now be in

the interests of harmony to tell Scottish
renders of the Joumal, who may not
know the facts, that they have been
treated with discourtesy, or to suggest
to · English players that the Trials
were rigged.
Yourslfnithfully,
GEOFFREY

..

-

L.' BUTLER,

-Chairman.

*

The Editor,
The Contract Bridge Joumal.
SIR :-Several correspondents were
kind enough to write about my article
on the future of tournament bridge ;
and I feel I should comment on some
of the points raised.
• Mr. Gordon Johnstone seeks to
deflect some of my criticisms of E.B.U.
administration with the cUrious plea
that the criticised measures were
forced upon the E.B.U. by its delegates.
Precisely 1 It is as though, when one
complained at an hotel of bad service, ·
the Management were to reply : " Yes,
we know the service is bad ; but you
can't blame us : the waiters are
hopeless."
Mr. Scarfi found n fresh fault in the
administration.
He contends. that,
because a debatable decision was
given by a tournament director after
he had played a hand \vith the \\Tong
number of cards in the qualifying
round of a preliminary contest at
Aberystwyth, the whole tournament
world is rigged to prevent provincial
players from winning national events.
Well, I hadn't thought of that.
Mr. Bruce Parker joins issue with
me because I described the E.B.U.
Council . ns " unselective."
The
members may be elected by the most
elaborate procedure ; but my point
was that not nil of them are qualified
to form. policy on a national scale.
There, 1t seems, I have the support
of the late Chairman.

TO CLUB SECRETARIES. ,

Sp~ea_~ the 11ews of your
actrvrtzes. Write and tell us
of your special events. Items
of ge11eral i11terest are always
welcome.

•
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Next, 1\'lr. Porker enquires how,
under the scheme which I outlined,
the Finals of various events con be
played at Congresses when I make no
provision for their being started
beforehand.
The answer is that I
didn't soy that the Finals of, for
example, the Notional Pairs should
be played at a Congress ; but that
the Notional Pairs should be pl;~yed :
meaning the qualifying a11d the Final
rounds;
·
Finally, Mr. Porker put it to me
that in the interests of the game, I
should abandon my concern with the
T.B.A. and transfer my talents, such
as they are, to the common cause of
the E.B.U.
My first comment on that suggestion
is that, in March, 1946, there was a
meeting between delegates of the
E.B.U. and . delegates of the T.B.A.
at which proposals for the unification
of the tournament programme were
accepted by the delegates of both
Later, the proposals were
sides.
turned down by_ the E.B.U. Council.
\Vithout laying too much stress on
it, I must also make a personal, note.
As one who has no profession outside

bridge, · I om less -in a -posttton todevote a large amount of free time
and thought to the game than, say, a
round-bodied mandarin of commerce.
(This phrase has no petsonnl application). I have built up in the early
years, at considerable expense to myself.
an Association which is n property,
not of great, but of some value. This
has been possible, to n Iorge degree,
thanks to the e..xtremely valuable help
and support of a number of disinterested persons. I hove an obligation
not to throw away what they hove
helped to create.
Finally, I very much doubt whether
I could render an equal service to
players as a delegate to the E.B.U.
as 1 do through the T.B.A. My \'ote,
whatever experience l11y behind it,
would count for no more in the
reckoning than that of the newest
recruit on the Council. I could not
plan ahead, in the way that I do at
present ; and no-one is more unpopular than the man who, in a
democratic body, attempts to cony
out autocratic measures.
Yours faithfully,
TEllllNCE REEsE.

CH .ELT.EN .H AM
CONGRESS ·
March 11th-14th inclusive

•
BOOK YOUR ROOMS EARLY BY WRITING TO
YOUR . SELECTED HOTEL DIRECT O.R TO
MISS L. N. TYRE, SECRETARY, CHELTENHAM
HOTELS
AND
CATERERS' ASSOCIATION,
IRVING HOTEL
•
CHELTENHAM
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NORJ" H -WESTERN TRIUMPH
· The Blackpool ' Congress was an
outstanding success. It was held at
the Cliffs Hotel where the playing
accommodation was ·excellent.
The
entry of over 500 was n record. At
two sessions · there were 94 tables in
play. representing nearly 400
competitors.
·
In practically every event the· hands
were dealt and duplicated during July ;
and the cards were kept in n safe
until required.
Entries grossed between £150 nnd£200 more than originally anticipated,
which ·. pemiitted of more and better
prizes.
. The outstanding performance was
that of E. Phillips and C. Q. Henriques,
who .clocked up 96 out of 100 for· the
Par contest.
.
W. H : Preece, Congress Secretary,
was' presented with a gold wrist-watchthe result· of subscriptions from mnny
duplicate players in the area.
·A
presentation was also made to Mr.
Yates for his admirable work as Hon.
Tournament Director.
A.C.D.

(continued from page

+·

S+

First R oun d
C. E. Phillips bent ·F. Farrington by
2, 770 points.
T. M. Bone bent Laidlaw Murray
·by 4, 960 points:
· Col. G. H. F. Broad beat A. E. Ball
by 3,190 points.
A. J. R. Blok bent Major W. E. L.
Rees by 2,130 points.
Guy Ramsey bent E. P. C. Cotter
by 1,590 points.
Lady Rhodes bent C. Doherty by
· 6,580 points.
·
.
P. R. Charters beat L. P. Stead by
2,310 points.
A. Oldschool bent J. C. ]. Tatham
by 9,630 points.
·
A. Elliott beat J. Colvin by · 2,060
points.
S. Bendix beat E. Alpar by 4,080
points.
M. Wolnch bent Cdr. R. Terry by
2,850 points.

• • • • •

s>

At our table the bidding
proceeded ·in the following lively
fashion:
SouTH WEST NORTH EAST
No bid I + Dble
3.
N'o bid No bid
Dble
Shapiro (North) ' 'led 0 K and
continued with 0 A, trumped by
6
West. After drawing trumps
was led, from the · dummy, and
without hesitation Reese (South)
won the trick with
K ,(I) and
led ~ 4. As West I .was quite
convinced that South had started
with
A K and 0 Q, and as he.
. had failed ' to open the bidding he
could not possibly have ~ A. So
1 played my ~ 10 to this trick,
and soon discovered my error when
South won the Heart return. with
~ A, 'the card ,which he h;td so
cleverly concealed.

4+
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STREAMLIN:ED
BRIDGE
by

VICTOR MOLLO
Illustration's by ANTON
12/6 n e t
.The Second Edition of this book
is still nvnillible.
Here is the recommendation of
The Times of 17th December, 1947
.. One ~f the most important problema
at th11 season of the year is the
selection of a Christmu pruent. If
the recipient-to--be is a Brid&e player
there an be no happier choice than
Streamlined Brid&•·"

--------- ------

Christopher Johnson Publishers
Ltd. :: 109 Great Russell Street
London, W.C.I

This

JlfDIII"S

by Edm und Philli ps
(Permanent Competition Editor)

The CONT R ACT BR·IDGE
JOURNAL offers a prize of TWO
GUINEAS for the best set of solutions
to the following problems.
In the
event of two or more sets of solutions
being of equal merit, the monthly
prize will be divided.
Answers to EDMUND PHILLIPS
Esq., Competition Edito.r, Coutract
Bridge Joumal, 172 Chester Road
Northwich, Cheshire, not later tha~
December 30th, 1948. Solutions and
names of prize winners in the November
Competition will appear next month.
PROBLEM No. 1 (40 points)
It is norm~lly correct to bid a small
slam on an even chance or a grand
slam when the odds are two-to-one on.
In what circumstances should you be
willing to depart appreciably from
these (correct) odds ?
.
(N .B.-Answers need not be confined
· to rubber bridge conditions).
PROBLEM No. 2 (12 points)
You, South,
hold:
+ OJ98 CV'"AQJ742 <>J + 93
The bidding proceeds :
SoUTH WllST
NoRTH EAST
lev'
2 +
4'Vl
4 +
?
What do you bid ?

.i East-West · Game.

I

,)

PROBLEM No. 3 (12 points)
Love All. ,You, South, hold:
+ Void CV'A852 ¢2 + KJ1098743
The bidding proceeds :
SoUTH
WllST
NoRTH EAST
?
1 +
t · <>
t +
Whnt do you bid ?

The bidding proceeds :
NORTH
SOUTH

~~

~ ~

What do you bid ?
PROBLEM No. 5 (12 points)
The bidding proceeds :
NORTH .
SOUTH
1
1 NT
2 NT
3 NT
The hands of North and you East
nre:
t
r
.• AK98
CV' K 9
<> A 8 4
+ A 7 32
• 105 3
~ AQ+
<> }9752
K6
West leads the ~ 7 to the King;
Ace and three. What do you no\; .
lend?

+

+

PROBLEIII No. 6 (12 points)
Game All. You, South, hold:
+ J 8 4 CV' 9 6 <>A K Q 7+ 2 + 10 J
The bidding proceeds .
NoRTH
SoUTH
1 •
2 <>
2 ~
?
What do you bid ?

M. Harrison-Gray
Answers last Month's
Competition.
PROBLEM No. 1 (10 points)
Dealer, West. Love All. South
holds:
+ K4 CV'AQ109·84 <> K9 + QJlO:.
BIDDING

PROBLEM No. 4 (12 points)
Love All. You, South, hold :
+ ..7 4 CV' A K 6 5 3 2. ~ 9 8 5 + tO

i

I-,
~·I

WFSr
NoRTH EAST
SoUTu
1 +
No bid No bid
?
What should South bid ?
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ANSWER

.ANSWER

No bid-10 points. Two HeartsTwo Hearts-10 points. Double5 points. Two Spades-2 points.
S points. ·
South's action in a situation · of this
Although as a general rule it is bad '
-sort was discussed in "the article policy to leave in a penalty double of
" Re-opening the Bidding " in the a low contract with a void in the
July, 1947, issue. He will protect his trump suit, in this case it would be
-partner's Pass on very moderate values,
pushing_ a · good principle too far if
so that when his hand is genuinely South were to disturb the double. In
:Strong, as in this case, it is best to fact, with his wealth of high cards it
send out an jmmediate signal to that is hard to believe that West has a
.effect. · Two Hearts aptly describes · sound overcall of 1 ~ and that North.
his holding ; ' it is of course a limit has a sound double of that contract.
bid as a· more powerful holding would
The answer is probably .that West has
be 'shown by first doubling and theri stepped out on a limb, and in view of
jumping in ~ea~s.
South's o!'IIY the vulnerability he must not be
alternative action 1s to Double, wh1ch
allowed to escape ; even though South
·may well achieve the ·best result if the will be unable to lead a trump at any
North hand consists mainly of a long stage the double is certain to produce
Spade or Diamond suit with a singleton 800 points. This was the actual result
Beart. The main point is that to achieved by a British pair at
re-open the bidding with One Heart Copenhagen ; our West player in the
cis not good enough.
·
other room refrained from making the
overcall of 1 \;7, and North-South
PROBLEM No. 2 (10 points)
scored 460 in 3 NT.
•
Dealer, South. East-West Game.
If South is such a purist that he
South holds :
does not feel justified in allowing the
K ~ \;7 Q J 10 9 3 2 0 ~ 10 4 + Q 3 double to stand, he must take steps
to ensure that the bidding does not
BIDDING
stop short of game. It is just possible
NORTH EAST
SOUTH WEST
that there is a slam in the North-South
No bid 3
No bid
cards, and credit is therefore given to
f~
2 \;7 and 2
the former being superior.
What should South bid ?
Pnon~M No. 4 (10 points)
A."'SWER
Dealer, West. Game All. South
No 't!id-10 points.
holds:
South has no other course but to
6 5 3 ~ 8 7 4 0 Void
Q8 7 6 4 3 2
·pass if the implications of partner's
'bid are understood. North can have
no object in pre-empting, even after BIDDING
NORTH EAST
WEST
SoUTH
South has opened the bidding, unless
No bid 3 0
No bid
he is trying to silence the whole table,
2
4\;7
No bid 6
including his partner. He probably
has some unspeakable hand such as
What should South bid ?
seven or eight Spades headed by
Q J 10 with no outside quick trick,
ANSWER
:and as South himself is weak in high
No. hid-10 points.
cards he should not dream of disturbin~:
At first sight the . on1y hope of
the bid.
defeating the slam appears to be a
PROBLEM No. 3 (10 points)
Lightner double by South, calling for
, Dealer, .South. East-West. Game. the lead of dummy's suit ; but there
are potent arguments against this
South holds :
.
desperation measure. The opponents'
. AK98 ·\;7Voii:l OAK863 "+ A1098 bidding has been confident, e\·en
BIDDING
e.xcitable ; one of them is sure to
NoRTH EAST
SOUTH . WEST
redouble, and where is .the second
Dble
No
bid
trick for the defence to come from ?
1
1 ~
?
It is. far more likely dint West, carried.
away by the fact that his side seem to
What should South ·bid ?

+

+ ·

+.

+

+

+

·o

.30

+
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have all the cards in 't he pack as well
.as a colossal fit, will be induced to
contract for the grand slam. South
can now double in a far more
comfortable frame of mind.
PROBLEM No. 5 (30 points)
Dealer, West. East-West Game.
WEST

EAST

+ KB
IV' AK92
0 Q 10 9
+ A106 3

IV' QJ86
0 A6 3

BIDDING

WEST

+ AQ652

+

J

2.
EAST

1 IV'
3 IV'
3
3 •
4 0
6 NT .
This. contract failed by two tricks. ·
{a) Which cif the above bids were
chiefly responsible ·for this bad
result?
(b) What should the correct bidding
be?
,
(c) How should West plan the play
in a contract of 6 IV', North
having lad a . trump ?

+

Al-ISWER

The first two bids are impeccnule,
:and West visualises a slam as soon as
he hears his partner's force. His rebid
of 3
is intended as a harmless
waiting bid, but must be classed as
doubtful ; it ·can scarcely be said to
:give a picture of the West holding.
The best action is probably a tactical
underbid of 2 NT ; West will of
course taKe vigorous action us soon as
the position is clarified ; for instance,
if East raises to 3 NT, West should
bid 6 NT. Over 3
East rebids
3 IV' ; this bid again appearS impecc.able, but East in fact can make a far
better bid that will make life delightEast
fully . simple for his partner.
-should. bid 4 IV'. The usefulness of
this bid does not appear to be widely
understood. It .had the double effect
of signalling excellent trump support
:and the fact that responder's hand is
limited, othenvise he would obviously
have made a Jess equivocal slam try.
'The bid of 3 IV' leaves West in some
doubt as to whether East lias the four
trumps necessary for a successful slam
.contract in Hearts ; once again he
must make a waiting bid below the

+

+,

JI

+

game level (3
is obviously best) in
~he hope that East will clarify the
tssue. But. East in fact bids 4 0nnother pomtless and confusing bid
that lends to the final · catastrophe.
Bearing in mind the fact that \Vest
has not made a single bid that can in
any way be described as discouraging,
East has no excuse at this stage for
not bidding 6 ~:? . West's 6 NT is
~ad, .e~cusable only as an error of
tmpnttence ; he has repeatedly asked
East to say what denomination he
wants to J?lny the hand in, but East
.keeps passmg the buck back ; apparently East's hand, like \Vest's, is
reasonably balanced, so 6 NT is the
spot! But \Vest should give East one
more chance of declaring his intentions ·
ho should · pass the buck back by
bidding 5 (?. · To sum up, therefore,
the followmg bids are at least
questionable:· 3
3 IV', 4 O, 6 NT.
As a contrast to this confused and
unco-operative rigmarole, the correct
bidding is crisp and concise.
The
first four bids should be 1 IV' - 2
2 ~T- 4 ~:? .. West can now bid 6 IV',
which East will pass, or the partnership
can amuse itself with its fa\·ourite
slam convention.
With regard to the pia\· in 6 IV'
after the opening ·lend of :i trump it
will at once be apparent that soo~er
or later West must pia\· on the
Diamonds ; he must therefore arrange
to make t~e percentage ploy of leading
0 Q, takmg a second finesse against
0 J if South holds 0 K. Credit is ·
also given for the ploy of lllow Diamond
from dummy, on the grounds that it
tokes a stout and seasoned defender
to duck without a tremor if holding
0 K I As an extra safety play, \Vest
should ruff two Clubs in dummy as a
precaution against a bad break ' in
Spades and trumps •

+.

+-

PnoBLEM No. 6 (20 points)
Dealer, \Vest. East-\Vest Game.
WEST

+ 62
IV' K Q 10 3
043
AK 1094

+

EAST

+ AK743

IV' A 6

OAK652

+3

BIDDING

WEST
1
3 IV'
4 +

+

EAST

2

4

6

+
0
+
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As all four suits broke badly, this
contract foiled by three tricks.
(a) Which of the above bids were
chiefly responsible for this bad
result?
(b) What should the correct bidding

be?
ANSWER

BIDDING ·
SoUTH
NoRTH EAST
WEiT
No bid
No bid 1 lVI
1 +
·No bid
No bld 3 lVI
2 •
No bid
No bid 4 .
4\;;1
6 ~
West (dummy) holds :
+ KQJ8 \;;IKQ6 0 2 + AK1062
South lends 0 K, North following
with 0 10 nnd East with 0 7.
What cnrd should South lend to the
second trick, ond why ?

The first bid open· to question is
West's rebid of 3 ~. There are twa
schools of thought here : · the first
holds that 3 \;;~ is in the nature of a
reverse and means thnt West would ANSWER
This problem was frankly devised
have rebid 2 ~ over a response of
1 + · The second school maintains to catch the McKenney suit-preference
thnt West should make a natural bid maniacs. South lends OK and North
over the force and that. 3 \;;~ does not plays 0 10, obviously an unnecessarily
necessarily show anything over a high cnrd ; what does North want-:i
minimum. Be it as it may, the fact switch to the higher-ranking side suit
remains that 3 ~ hns 'the effect of in dummy, or a Diamoni:l continuation ?
crowding the bidding, and the situation The answer is that there can. never be
gets out of hand ; for East cnn scarcely a " McKenney " on the opening lead,
b'e expected to bid 3 NT at this stage except in the rare case where a switch
with his particular holding. Over 4 0,
is 100 per cent. obvious. The thought
West is helpless ; he cnn only give may cross South's mind that North is
preference with 4 + and pray that void of Spades ; but East has not
East will not take him seriously. But supported that sut, he has only made
East has visions of a 5 - 4 - 3 - 1 a cue bid of 4 + after Hearts had
distribution in the West hand, and been clearly set as the trump suit.
calculates that 6 + . will be a fair Had North wanted a switch to Spades,
gamble even if dummy's trumps are he would have played his lowest
three small or Q x or 1 10. On the Diamond. If the play of 0 tO · is to
whole · the gamble is unjustified ; be read as a suit preference · signal,
East should restrain his ardour and what redress has North with a hand
mnke n slnm try such as 4 NT, relying such as the one he held in practice :
· on his partner's intelligence' to bid the ·
• 7 6 ~ J 9 5 4 0 Q 10 8 6 4
75
slnm if the combined hands are other
Without the Diamond continuation
thnn a hopeless misfit. The bids that
North's trumps will be picked up
cnll for censure ore therefore 3 ~ nnd
when South shows out qn the second
6 • .
round ; but once ~ J is protected
:· The ·correct bidding is 1 + - 2 + - East cnn only attempt tb make his
3.
3 0 - 3 ~ - 3 NT. This allows contract ·by means of . a spectacular
for more bidding space nnd the exchange grand coup which cannot succeed
of inferences, nnd Enst will be reluct- agoinst North's distribution .
• nntly forced to realise thnt nothing
more ambitious thnn 3 NT-in fnct
the only mnkenble game contractWe can bind your own copies
can be attempted on two obviously
of: Vols. I and .II in blue
ill-fitting hands.

+

+:

Rexine with gold lettering at .
a cos~ of 21/- per volume. .
Please send orders, · with
Journals, to PRrESTLEY
STUDIOS ' LTD., Commercial
Road, Glouce$ter.

PRODLI!I\t No. '7 (10 points)
Dealer, West.
holds: ·

Love Al_l.

South

+ 109532 _ ~8 OAK95 + !J93

•!
j

l

II

32 .

I

l·

'I'

BRIDGE INDEX
CLASSIFIED LIST ·oF HOTELS AND CLUBS
HARROW
IIArutOW lllllDOE l!J,UD-10, Northwlck
Park Road, llA llllOW, Allddx. Tel. Harrow
3008. Good stnudard Drldge In enjoyable
atmosphere. Se!Bions twice dnlly. Partnerships
and Duplicate.

LONDON
DORSET CLUII-3·5 Glentworth Street,
JJaker Street, N. W.J.
Tel. Welbeck 1030.
ltegular partnership and duplicate. Stakes
1/-, 2/!l and 10/-.
LEDERER'&-II5 . Mount Street, W.I.
Tel. No. lliyfuir 7850. Continuous piny from
2-30 to 12 p.m. Duplicate, Tuesday evenings.

LONDON
CnooKFOitD'S-1 0 Carlton House Terrace,
London, S.W.I. Tel. No. Whitehall 1131.
5/- Partnership, Tuesday Evenings. 2/- Partnership, Weduesday nnd Friday evenln~ts.
Duplicate l'alu · under the direction of lllr.
Harrison-Gray e\·cry Thursday eveuln~: at
i-30 p.m. R. PRO\'OST, · Managing Director.
A. J. JIORSNELL, Secretary,

NOTTINGHAM
CRANTOCK llRJDGE CI.l1D-480 1olnmlleld
Tel. No. Nottlnltlt:lm
Roar!, Nottingham.
65021. Proprietress: ~IRS. D. M. HOPEWELL.
Hon. Secretary: N. R. C. FruTH. Visitors
welcomed. Excellent venue for m:~tches In
~Udlands.

GJ,ENAL\'ON llRIDGE CLUIJ-!!!! Nethcrlmll Gardens, N. \\'.3.
!'lay JJrldgc under
Ideal conditions. :: llegular l'artnershll•·
Visitors welcomed. Secretary, Mrs. Ralph
Wllllruns. llAM. 7414.
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION- New Year 's
Day, 1949. Afternoon Tea and JJulfet Suplrcr.
~(embe rs and Guests cordially Invited.

WORTHING

WOilTIIINO RESIDENTI.\L lJitiDGE CLODFull Club Licence. llri<h:e dally :! to i p.m.
and 8 tu 1:! p.m. Dupllcutc :!nli nnd 4th
~louduy at :!-15 p.m:
}'urthcr partlcular3
apply Secretary, 1:! JJyron l!oud. Telephone
Worthln~-t 234.
_

PARK LANE lJillDOE CLUIJ, 28 Curzon
Street, W.l. Tel. Grosvenor 1400. Stakes
flu. 1/·, !!/0 and 10/-: · Partnerships at Od.
and 1/- on lllonday and Wednesday afternoons and Tuesday and Friday evenlnJ!S.
Duplicate 1st Wednesday In every month.
T. V. M . Cotter, Secretary.

~llllADEI.LE lllliDGE CLUIJ-Heenc Terrace,
Sea .1-'ront, Worthln;:. Dally Sessions, !!-30 p.m.
nnd 8 p.m. ltestnurunt ndjolitlng. Licensed.
VIsitors Welcomed. Tel. 0431-2.

·cuT

Now ready

Thorne's Complete

c:oNTR ACT BRIDGE
entirely re-written by HUBERT PHILLIPS
" Excellent material, admirably presented, can be read :
with much profit -.· . brilliant and original."
The Field.
"Att all-round book and a good one."
Terence Reese (Observer).
" ,Hubert Phillips is a first-class
writer 011 the game."
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pl~~V and

sound
Birmingham Post.

" All the principal bidding systems are summarized
a book to be recommended."
W. Morning News.
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I

" All that is needed to make you wise."
'
Evening News.
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